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ABSTRACT 
Within the operations of a company, there is uncertainty about how much product will be 
sold, manufactured and shipped. Even with improved forecasting methods it is not possible know 
precisely how much demand there will be for a company's products in the future. This means 
that it is difficult to know how much transportation expense the firm will require, or the impact 
of the transportation elements would have on total freight expenses. 
This paper presents a framework for using linear regression as a method to analyze the 
impact of transportation elements on freight costs. The main focus of this study is building a 
reliable tool for Company XYZ to create better visibility of the significance of certain variables 
on freight cost; meanwhile, it will also work as a tool to support prediction on future 
transportation values enabling a wide range of cost saving opportunities. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Company XYZ is principally engaged in the manufacturing and marketing of both 
branded and private label products sold throughout the world. Company XYZ is the 
largest supplier of coffee filters and private label baby wipes in North America. Other 
products manufactured and distributed by Company XYZ include paper for tea bags and 
coffee pouches; water activated and wet facial wipes, incontinent wipes, and a variety of 
contract wipe products. 
The project will be developed within the Logistics Department. The project will 
be used as a tool to report to top management some of the cost variances related to 
logistics and transportation, and the main variables that impact freight costs. Also it will 
work as a tool to predict future transportation costs based on the regression analysis 
results and coefficients. The main focus will be all the variables that drive transportation 
costs. Such variables will be analyzed using linear regression and evaluated in order to 
determine with the main causes of variances on freight costs. 
The company has four main divisions; Coffee Filters, Tub Wipes, Facial Wipes 
and Can Wipes. The analysis methodology will be implemented in division 576 as a pilot, 
and further on will be implemented in the rest of the divisions. 
Purpose ofthe Study 
Justification: 
Being able to analyze the impact of the variables provided by the company on the 
transportation cost for the different divisions. 
•	 Building a useful tool for the company to predict and analyze transportation cost 
drivers to top management. 
•	 To build a useful tool that will provide the company with information that will 
represent cost savings for their customer and their own company. 
Goals: 
•	 Use linear regression analysis to study the transportation cost variances for the 
different divisions of the company. 
•	 Provide an innovative and useful tool for the company to report transportation cost 
to top management; and at the same time provides information regarding cost saving 
opportunities for their customers and the company itself 
Assumptions ofthis Study 
The following assumptions were made concerning this study: 
1. Previous analysis was not conducted in this area using regression analysis as a tool or 
method to identify transportation cost variances and to predict future values. 
2. Product mix is the main reason for transportation cost variances; meaning that 
dimensions, weight and quantity are major cost drivers regarding transportation for this 
company. 
3. The Transportation Management Systems are underperforming and are not providing 
the required information to easily predict cost saving opportunities. 
Definition ofTerms 
Independent variable: a variable that causes, or influences, another variable (Bobrow, 
1993) 
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Dependent variable: a variable that is caused or influenced by another variable 
(Bobrow,1993). 
Empirical rule for normal distributions: the interval from one standard deviation below 
the mean to one standard deviation above the mean contains approximately 68% of the 
measurements; the interval from three standard deviations below the mean to three 
standard deviations above the mean contains approximately all of the measurements 
(Bobrow, 1993). 
Mean: the sum of the measures in a distribution divided by the number of measures 
(Bobrow); the average. 
Allocation: Allocations are used to distribute cost amounts that are posted to a dimension. 
This enables to credit one dimension and debit the costs to another dimension. It can be 
only performed on secondary cost categories". (VCR Libraries, 2004). 
Standard deviation: the measure of data variation; the square root of the variance 
(Bobrow). 
Problem Statement 
Company XYZ's Logistics department has a prominent need of a tool or method 
that can support the transportation cost variances analysis and reports made to top 
management. Top management has the knowledge that certain cost variances have 
occurred during different periods of time, but they struggle to understand the reasons of 
these changes and identify the exact amount of changes produced in each division. This 
method or tool will help to predict future costs and also will help to identify the ideal mix 
of each cost element needed to hit the targeted costs. This field project will provide a 
simple way to analyze transportation cost variances through a linear regression analysis. 
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
The literature review provides key information about some of the main issues and 
concepts that will be treated to reach the goal of this study. As mentioned on previous 
chapters, top management has the knowledge that certain cost variances have occurred 
during different periods of time, but they struggle to understand the reasons of these 
changes. On the other hand, Company XYZ's logistics department has a prominent need 
of a tool that can support the transportation cost variances reports to top management. 
This field project will provide a simple way to analyze transportation cost variances to 
top management through a linear regression model analysis. Transportation cost, 
including the question of economy of scale, has been of interest to decision makers in 
different transportation sectors for many years. Managers need to have enough 
information about their costs to make the right decision about the type of services to 
provide and the prices to charge. 
In this particular chapter some previous studies' methodologies and results will be 
compared and associated to the objective of this project. Due to lack of studies applying 
linear regression analysis applied to transportation and logistics, this paper will refer to 
previous work that might include linear regression in their methodology. Many of them 
deviates from the main purpose of this study, they have contributed to gain knowledge 
and guidance for this field project. For example, Pumar (2002) in his field project Global 
Manufacturing Facility Design defines distribution costs as those directly related to the 
shipping of supplies and products to customers and other branches of the distribution 
network. This particular definition provides lots of support to the goal of this study by 
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providing an accurate concept and meaning to distribution. It gives a reason for this 
research. Since distribution costs are considered directly related with logistics and supply 
chain; however, any financial analysis must consider this particular element of the 
business and also might be looked as a cost saving opportunity. 
Tiravanit (2003) in his field project stated that "A model is a tool that a manager 
uses to solve the problem in a scientific way. For example, when a manager is facing a 
situation involving conflicting or competing alternatives, the situation is analyzed and 
decisions are made in order to resolve the conflicts or competing alternatives." This 
particular concept provides a deeper insight to the purpose of this field proj ect. When the 
author mentions that a manager faces issues relating to conflicts or competition they must 
proceed to make a decision. The main goal of this study is to find a reliable method to be 
used whenever an immediate or future decision would need to be made. 
How (2006) in his field project Measurement System Analysis for Process Control 
at Company XYZ stated that "statistical tools allow measurement and evaluation of he 
performance in a process to improve its quality and outcome. The tools frequently used to 
support decision making." The application of linear regression analysis to study 
transportation cost is a statistical tool, one that will be developed in this paper as a 
reliable tool for decision making regarding transportation. It is expected that by the end 
of this project this statistical tool will be implemented whenever an analysis of cost 
impact is done. Forecasting will be a matter of seconds away once all the variables are 
correctly collected. 
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Logistics 
Logistics, also known as business logistics, is defined by Brandimarte and Zotteri 
(2007) as the integration of two or more activities for the purpose of planning, 
implementing and controlling the efficient flow of raw materials, in-process inventory 
and finished goods from the point of origin to the point of consumption. Logistics 
includes many activities. These activities may include customer service, demand 
forecasting, inventory control, procurement, packaging, transportation, etc. (Brandimarte 
& Zotteri, 2007). Transportation and its cost will be the main focus of this field project; 
therefore, some key concepts must be defined in order to clearly understand the goal of 
this study. 
Transportation 
Movements of people, goods and information have always been fundamental 
components of human societies. (Rodrigue, Slack & Comtois, 2008). Transportation is 
considered one of the activities within the business logistics. "Refers to the means and 
methods of the physical movement of persons or goods" (UCR Libraries, 2004). There 
are many transportation modes such as air, ground, rail, water, pipeline and electronic. 
U.S. commercial trucks traveled 91 billion miles in 2006, a number equal to nearly 
200,000 round trips to the moon, with revenues reaching $220 billion. Of that amount, 
motor carrier revenue equaled $204 billion, with 67 percent from long-distance trucking 
and the remaining $67.9 billion from local trucking (Edwards, 2007). The most common 
modes of ground transportation are by truck or by rail. In many cases, it may be a 
combination of both, meaning that it will be considered an intermodal transportation. 
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Transportation is considered a primary focus for reducing cost. Due to increasing 
fuel cost, many businesses are considering deep studies and new techniques to identify 
the major impacts on transportation and logistics cost in order to trigger actions along the 
processes to avoid profit loses. Once transportation main cost drivers are identified and 
its impacts are made clear, cost reduction opportunities will enable process re­
engineering. Even though main cost drivers in transportation are sometimes obvious, the 
challenge is to measure the impact of each one of the variables in order to be able to 
perform sensitivity analysis with the values and find ideal combinations that will lead to 
cost reduction and process reliability. 
Cost Analysis 
"Cost analysis can be used to understand the level of resources that are required to 
operate a logistics system, with the goal of maximizing the desired performance of the 
system while minimizing the cost of resources" (Abdallah, 2004, p.23). Being able to 
analyze the main costs related to the company's transportation enables management to 
trigger action plans to attack cost reduction points within the transportation system. 
Cost analysis is about knowing the costs involved in performing logistics 
functions and its impact on the target. As mentioned in transportation, cost analysis is 
vital to identify the variable changes and the impact. Once the company has this 
information under control, coming up with cost saving opportunities will be a matter of 
analysis, creativi yand innovation. The bottom line is that cost analysis is a simple part 
of good forecasting and accounting practices, which allow managers to determine the true 
cost of providing a given unit of service. Accuracy and visibility play an important role 
when performing such analysis. This particular field project \,\rill develop linear 
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regression analysis as a tool and method to accurately perform transportation cost 
analysis and identify its variances and impact on total costs; also, it will focus as a 
forecasting supportive tool. 
Cost Drivers 
Cost may have many definitions, depending on how it is used and the purpose of 
it. Generally speaking, Abdallah defines cost as "the value of something that is expended 
to obtain a benefit; or it is the quantity of one thing that is exchanged for a service or a 
product" (Abdallah, 2004, page 23). When talking about transportation cost analysis it is 
vital to get into what the cost drivers for this activity are and their definitions. In other 
words, defining transportation cost drivers is to describe the elements that have a direct 
impact on the fixed and variable costs that you are concerned about, and that will change 
when these factors change. Once again, the main purpose of this study is to identify the 
impact of main transportation cost drivers in total logistics expenses. Summarizing, cost 
driver is any activity or variable that causes a cost to be incurred or has a major impact on 
the cost variance. 
Fuel cost 
Fuel cost is considered vital to transportation cost analysis. "If an analysis is being 
done to determine the existing costs of a transport system, ideally, information on fuel 
costs expended would be tracked and should correspond or be related to the total distance 
traveled by each vehicle for distribution activities"(Abdallah, 2004, p. 24). The oil market 
drives fuel cost up and down depending on the demand. This fluctuation certainly has an 
impact on transportation within the United States. 
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There will be many years to come before efficient fuel solution is in the market. 
This is a main reason for looking at transportation as a critical element of cost reduction. 
Whatever is done to drive efficiency throughout transportation cost will be reflected in 
cost and fuel reduction. There are many companies looking at solutions for their 
transportation by adding some artifacts to make their fleet more fuel efficient; this is 
when a company owns their fleet, but for companies that rely on transportation 
outsourcing, the focus will be primarily in internal and external processes that can cause 
impact on transportation usage. Weight and dimensions of products can be re-engineered 
in order to cause an impact on distribution methods and also in packaging designs 
causing a modification on transport outcomes. 
Distance 
In the transportation industry, distance is considered one of the main cost drivers. 
Distance is defined as the total miles traveled to deliver a product (Abdallah, 2004). 
Basically, delivery and pick up routes are established in a transportation system; enabling 
the user to modify the route as per their convenience. and cost efficiency. Delivery 
Frequency is also factored in the distance because it will drive the total miles driven to 
deliver a product on an annual basis. Depending on the nature of business and on how the 
distribution routes are established, distance can play an important role on cost reduction. 
Distance is strongly related to fuel cost. In the transportation industry, the fuel 
charge is commonly based on distance multiplied by a fuel rate. It is commonly a 1: 1 
relationship. Where the distance increases, fuel cost will rise. This means that whatever 
reduction is made on distribution distances will lead to reduction on fuel cost. 
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Linear Regression Analysis 
Linear regression analysis is one of the most important and commonly 
used statistical methods that serve three major purposes: (I) description, (2) control, and 
(3) prediction (Neter, Kutner, Nachtsheim, & Wasserman, 1996). According to Larsen, 
regression models are statistical models which describe the variation in one (or more) 
variable(s) when one or more other variable(s) vary. Inference based on such models is 
known as regression analysis (Larsen, 2003). 
Regression takes us one large step further. A regression is a test to see if 
we can predict one variable's value if we know the value of another variable (or 
variables). Here, we will limit ourselves to linear regressions, which fit the data to a 
straight line. Regressions are really Cartesian geometry, the classical formula y=mx+b 
and the X and Y axis chart; where, the X axis is our independent variable, and the Y axis 
is our dependent variable. Linear regression analyzes the relationship between two 
variables, X and Y. For each subject or experimental unit, you know both X and Y and 
you want to find the best straight line through the data. In some situations, the slope 
and/or intercept have a scientific meaning. In other cases, you use the linear regression 
line as a standard curve to find new values of X from Y, or Y from X (Neter, Et. aI, 1996) 
Minitab 
Because Regression analysis often entails lengthy and tedious calculations, 
computers are usually utilized to perform the necessary calculations. Almost every 
statistics package for computers contains a regression component. While packages differ 
in many details, their basic regression output tends to be quite similar. 
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For this particular field project, MINITAB® statistical software has been utilized 
as the regression calculation tool. MINITAB® regression analysis allows the user to 
investigate and model the relationship between a response variable and one or more 
predictors (Minitab, 2008). MINITAB® is a comprehensive statistical and graphical 
analysis software package and it has been providing statistical software solutions for over 
25 years. Currently, MINITAB® is used by thousands of companies worldwide, 
including GE, 3M, Ford Motor Company, and the leading Six Sigma consultants. Some 
other software such as Microsoft Access and Excel were used to provide the data set to be 
analyzed. 
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CHAPTER III
 
METHODOLOGY
 
Introduction 
Company XYZ lacks an efficient and reliable method or tool to identify and 
analyze the main cost drivers for transportation. They are not able to identify what is 
causing the cost variances and therefore cannot visualize the impact of these variables on 
the total transportation cost. This field project will create a tool to report to top 
management some of the cost variances related to logistics and transportation, and the 
main variables that impact freight costs. Also, it will work as a tool to predict future 
transportation costs based on the regression analysis results and coefficients. The main 
focus will be all the variables that drive transportation costs. Such variables will be 
analyzed using linear regression and evaluated in order to come up with actual facts of 
costs variances. The main goal of this field project is using linear regression analysis to 
study the transportation cost variances for the different divisions of the company. This 
analysis will focus its efforts on creating an efficient and reliable tool and method to 
identify the impact of certain variables on the transportation total cost and at the same 
time use these results to predict future impacts. 
Data collection 
To begin with, a face to face meeting with the company representative was 
arranged in order to define expectations of the project. In this meeting, many hypotheses 
to their problems were treated from different angles in order to identify as many cost 
drivers and variables as possible that might be having some sort of impact on their total 
transportation costs. After identifying the variables, the company provided a data base 
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with all the information needed for calculation and results' analysis. Cleaning up the data 
set took little time and there were a few thousand records missing from the mentioned 
data set. The data provided from the company in order to be analyzed was: 
Order Number Order Type Shipment Number Load Number 
Date Sold to Number Item Number Allocated Freight Cost 
Quantity Shipped Weight Shipped Item Cube Shipment Miles 
Division Family Origin Freight Handling Code 
Ship to Number Destination Carrier Code Total Invoice Price 
Load Cost Fuel Cost DST (State of Destination) 
On Appendix 1 there are definitions for each data element. This database comes 
from the different systems used within the company to manage transportation and many 
other corporate functions. 
The company provided the mentioned data with a time frame from May 2007 
until January 2008. This timeframe would enable the analysis to find a big enough pattern 
to identify cost variances and its impact on transportation costs. 
More than 206,000 data records were contained in the database sent from the 
company for the analysis. For this particular field project MINITAB® software was the 
main tool used to obtain results from linear regression. Some other software such as 
Microsoft Access and Excel were used to provide the data set to be analyzed. 
Keeping confidentiality was one of the concerns that the company addressed 
when accepting the project; therefore, a non-disclosure agreement was signed between 
the company and the author of this project to protect the information handled during the 
entire process and everyone involved. The data was provided directly from the company 
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systems and transferred to Access and Excel, proving the validity of the data and the 
source. 
Methods 
In order to provide a better visibility on methodology and processes the following 
chart shows the steps of the data analysis: 
,,""'-r -~-
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Figure 1: Data Analysis and Results Process 
In order to analyze the freight cost variances for this field project, the following 
steps were followed: 
o	 Database provided by the company was sorted; first by Freight Type in 
order to focus on prepaid transportation costs, then by division-to test this 
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method with the smallest division first, and then by Origin-due to the 
nature of the business. 
o	 The data was run in MThTITAB® using linear regression analysis. 
o	 Regression analysis was used to individually test the correlation of each of 
the 18 variables with total freight costs. Regression analysis has been 
applied to each set of data in order to obtain coefficients and indicators 
that statistically prove significant impact on freight cost. 
o	 After running the regression analysis and obtaining the results, some of the 
variables ended up not having any significance or correlation with the 
target value, in this case the freight cost. 
o	 Results of the regression analysis were copied by Origin and respective 
Quarters for further deep statistical analyses determining the significance 
of each resulting variable and their regression results in freight cost, in 
order to identify impact and prediction rates. 
o	 Some variables were not included in the analysis due to a lack of 
significance or impact in Freight Costs. These variables are: Order 
Number, Order Type, Shipment Number, Load Number, Sold to Number, 
DST (State of Destination), Family, Freight Handling. Code, Ship to 
Number, Carrier Code. 
o	 Significance analysis was performed on each data result obtained from 
running the sorted data in MINITAB®. 
o	 based on the regression equation obtained from each analysis with 
conclusions and recommendations was elaborated for the Company XYZ. 
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o	 Based on final results and analysis, important recommendations were 
made to the company from a cost saving stand point. Some suggestions 
were made regarding packaging re-design that would lead to reduce some 
of the impacts created from the lack management in such variables. 
Figure No.2 gives a better picture of this particular project and its processes to 
obtain results. 
Project Methodology
 
Company & Project Project	 Hypothesis & Data MINITAB Student 
Selection Approach Approach Collection CalculationsMeeting 
./ UW-Stout ./ Parameters were ./ This face to face ./ During the ./ The company ./ Data was 
Business established to meeting had the meeting, the provided a full set organized to fit on 
Department Staff address the issue purpose of approach was of data containing MINITAB format 
contacted Company facing the company obtaining more clearly explained to all the information and make it easy to 
XYZ looking for detailed the company. required for use at the same 
project ./ These information from Linear regression calculation time.
 
opportunities for parameters the company and analysis was going purposes and
 
students. indicated how the sharing the to be used with analysis. ./ The data was run 
project approach hypothesis MINITAB in order to through MINITAB in 
./ Company XYZ was going to be proposed by the obtain the ./ The data was order to obtain the 
proposed various made by the student for their information to cleaned up and regression equation 
issues where student and his issues with prove the sorted per division needed to prove 
students could duties and transportation. hypothesis. in order to brake the hypothesis. 
develop a project. responsibilities for down the data 
this task. Also ./ Hypothesis were ./ The hypothesis division . ./ Results were 
./ it was chosen the established the broken down to a was that product obtained according 
one that was duties and single hypothesis. mix was causing the ./ Data was to regression 
closely related to responsibilities of All data needed to transportation cost arranged in order analysis. 
supply chain the company. be analyzed was variances due to to fit MINITAB 
management. also debriefed the nature of the ./ Conclusions and 
./ A face to face business for this suggestions were 
./ The main issue meeting was ./ The hypothesis particular company. made based on 
was rei ated to arranged in order required key Results analysis 
transportation and to propose the information to be ./ The approach 
the varia bles hypothesis and analyzed. was based on 
related to it. They methodology for proving the 
had the lack of a this particular ./The company hypothesis on only 
tool to explain project. affirmed they one division out of 
transportation cost would provide the the existing four. 
variances. data needed. 
Figure 2: Project Methodology. 
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Limitations 
This study included the following limitations: 
•	 This study was limited to Company XYZ and those XYZ divisions that the 
company provided information about. 
•	 No comparisons were made to the other companies due to a lack of information 
and research. 
•	 Access to some information was limited due to an underperformance on the 
company's management systems. Some of this information includes: 
transportation rates, handling rates, storage cost, and some others that could have 
helped while performing the analysis. 
•	 There was a time constraint of three months to complete the study. 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
The main purpose of this project is to identify the impact of certain transportation 
cost drivers on the company XYZ's freight costs. The data provided by the company was 
sub divided into divisions and then into origins. The particular division used for this 
analysis has many origins as per its set up. Each origin delivers to different customers a 
mix of products. As mentioned on previous chapters, the analysis of the data and 
calculations was made through MINITAB® using regression analysis. 
The results analysis criterion was based on the statistical theory where the P-value 
obtained from the calculations is compared to a standard deviation, deciding whether or 
not the values obtained are significant or not to the target which in this case has been set 
as the "Allocated Freight Cost". The standard deviation used as default for this analysis 
was 0.05. Any value greater than the standard deviation is not causing a significant 
impact on freight cost; but, any value below this standard is considered as a focus of 
distortion and a main cause for freight cost value fluctuation. The analysis was performed 
using the exact same variables for each origin in order to find a pattern and to be able to 
identify possible saving opportunities and identify main distortions through the analysis. 
Such variables or cost drivers that were analyzed in order to obtain the following results 
are: 
• Quantity Shipped 
• Weight Shipped 
• Item Cube (Dimensions) 
• Shipment Miles 
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•	 Allocated Fuel Cost 
In order to explain the results analysis and the fmdings of this particular project, 
Table No.1 will be used to point out and explain the factors that drove this analysis and 
the criterion used during this analysis. 
A.	 Regression Equation. 
This particular equation shows the formula based on the coefficients 
obtained in the regression analysis. The formula indicates the variables that after 
the analysis were considered to be causing an impact on the target, which is the 
freight cost. This formula will be tested by substituting the total values for each 
variable and multiply them for the respective coefficient, and then add them all 
together in order to obtain the present value for the freight cost. 
Some alterations might be encountered as this analysis will show on the 
formula test. Such alterations are higher or lower depending on the R-square 
value obtained during the regression analysis. The R-square will indicate the 
accuracy of the regression equation to predict future values; it is represented in 
the tables as a percentage. This formula is the key for this particular project since 
it will work as a prediction tool for freight costs. 
B.	 P-value 
This indicator was previously defined and indicates whether or not a 
variable has a significant impact on the target, which in this case is the freight 
cost. If the P-value of a particular variable is greater or equal to 0.05, it is 
considered as not having a significant impact on freight cost; however, if it is 
lower than 0.05 is considered as having a significant impact on freight cost 
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variances. Even though it might be obvious that a particular variable or cost driver 
is causing cost variances, linear regression analysis will provide a better visibility 
in order to be able to measure it. 
C. R-Sq (R-square value) 
This particular value indicates the accuracy of the regression equation. It 
can be found either in percentages or on a scale from 0.0 to 1.0. This indicator 
will tell the user how accurate the regression equation will be regarding prediction 
for future values. 
r Regression Anolysis: Allocated Fr versus Quantity Shi, Weight Shipp, ... 
The regression equation is 
Allocated Frt Cost = - 0.275 + 0.0031 0 Quantity Shipped + 0.00306 Weight Shipped 
+ 0.00144 Item Cube + 0.000347 Shipment Miles 
+ 10.8 Allocated Fuel Cost 
Predictor 
Constant 
Quantity Shipped 
Weight Shipped 
Item Cube 
Shipment Miles 
Allocated Fuel Cost 
S = 1.37784 
Table No.1: Analysis Mississauga 
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Mississauga: 
Mississauga is a very unique scenario for this company. Results indicate that all 
variables are significant but the dimension, or "item cube', of the product being shipped. 
This indicates that the company is facing some transportation cost variances due to the 
product mix. The products being shipped out are heavy. The company is under using the 
trucking services due to the nature of the product. The company is weighting out the 
trucks. 
When looking at the coefficients, it shows that "item cube" will have the less 
impact on target when modifying the variables. 
Regression Analysis: Allocated Fr versus Quantity Shi, Weight Shipp, ... 
The regression equation is 
Allocated Frt Cost = 0.412 - 0.0097 Quantity Shipped + 0.00684 Weight Shipped 
+ 0.192 Item Cube + 0.000574 Shipment Miles 
+ 8.69 Allocated Fuel Cost 
Predictor 
Constant 
Quantity Shipped 
Weight Shipped 
Item Cube 
Shipment Miles 
Allocated Fuel Cost 
SE Coef 
0.6423 
0.01467 
0.002606 
0.03536 
0.0004363 
0.2022 
T 
0.64 
-0.66 
2.62 
5.43 
1.32 
42.96 
Table No.2: Analysis Montville 
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Montville: 
Montville behaves differently. All variables are not significant except for the 
"item cube". Besides fuel, as per its coefficient, item cube represents the biggest impact 
on the regression formula. The product nature in this particular origin tends to be lighter 
but considerably dimensioned. In this particular scenario, the company is cubing out their 
distribution source generating higher expenses on logistics and transportation. Weight 
coefficients indicate some influence on target when modifying variables but not as 
significant as dimensions. 
;3nt:~DOY 
Regression Analysis: Allocated Fr versus Quantity Shi, Weight Shipp, ,.. 
The regression equation is 
Allocated Frt Cost = 5.67 - 0.000437 Quantity Shipped + 0.0101 Weight Shipped 
- 0.0041 Item Cube + 0.00579 Shipment Miles 
+ 6.49 Allaco.ed Fuel Cost 
Predictor 
Constant 
Quantity Shipped 
Weight Shipped 
Item Cube 
Shipment Miles 
Allocated fuel Cost 
SE Caef 
1.967 
0.0002342 
0.001852 
0.02251 
0.001562 
0.1509 
2.88 
-1.86 
5.44 
-0.18 
3.70 
43.03 
Table No.3: Analysis Sheboygan 
Sheboygan: 
This origin is facing similar situation as Mississauga. All variables are significant 
except for the dimensions. What is particular about this origin is that item cube 
coefficient is negative. This indicates that it will become a positive result when 
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modifying this variable towards the freight cost prediction. Quantity is also negative 
coefficient, not as high as dimensions but favorable. 
Regression Anolysis: Allocoted Fr versus Quontity Shi, Weight Shipp, ... 
The regression equation is 
Allocated Frt Cost =-4.15 + 0.00096 Quantity Shipped + 0.00527 Weight Shipped 
- 0.00701 Item Cube + 0.00958 Shipment Miles 
+ 6.80 Allacated Fuel Cast 
Predictor 
Constant 
Quantity Shipped 
Weight Shipped 
Item Cube 
Shipment Miles 
Allacated Fuel CoS! 
SE Caef 
2.622 
0.001273 
0.0007293 
0.001638 
0.002350 
0.07053 
T 
-1.58 
0.76 
7.22 
-4.28 
4.08 
96.42 
Table No.4: Analysis Wittenberg 
Wittenberg: 
The pattern is repeated as Mississauga. Due to the nature of the product the 
company is under using the transportation resources because is cubing out the loads. 
Based on the coefficients, item cube shows again as the predominant variable that will 
cause a significant impact on the target once substituting the values. Coefficient is again 
negative which will result on a positive outcome if variable is modified accordingly. 
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Regression Analysis: Allocated Fr versus Quantity Shi, Weight Shipp, ... 
The regression equation is 
Allocaled Frt Cost = - 11,4 + 0.150 Quantity Shipped + 0.0310 Weighl Shipped 
- 0.243 Item Cube + 0.0106 Shipment Miles 
+ 5.33 Allocated Fuel Cost 
Predictor 
Constant 
Quantity Shipped 
Weighr Shipped 
hem Cube 
Shipment Miles 
Allocated Fuel Cost 
SE Coel T 
2.248 -5.06 
0.01019 14.73 
0.004033 7.68 
0.03499 -6.95 
0.001984 5.36 
0.1024 52.09 
S =40.S65E.Q =9~ R-Sq(adj) =93.3% 
Table NO.5: Analysis Springdale 
Springdale: 
Sprindale does not escape from the pattern obtained from analyzing the results. 
Item cube is shown once with a negative coefficient, but in this particular scenario all 
variables are significant. This means that all variable will cause an impact on target. 
Quantity is shown as one of the coefficients with more impact besides fuel. This impact 
can be positive or negative. This origin is basically shipping a lot of products and under 
using the transportation resource. 
Summary: 
Overall, after analyzing each one of the origin for the chosen division, it was 
found that there are many variations regarding the impact that some of the variables have 
on the target. In some origins was the item cube which had the highest impact and on 
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some other was the quantity and the weight. It was also found that in all five origins of 
this particular division fuel cost was the variable that causes the biggest impact on freight 
cost. When some other variables were considered as main cost drivers had high 
coefficient values such as 0.1918, the lowest coefficient value for fuel cost was 5.33. 
Such values, as mentioned before, will act as prediction coefficients; when multiplying 
the estimates for each variable times the respective coefficient, and then adding all the 
results together to obtain the predicted freight cost. 
Table No.6 shows a summary of all the coefficients found during this analysis. 
Using these values a graphic was plotted in order to illustrate the impact of such variables 
either positive or negative. Once the graph was plotted (Figure No.2) it became really 
easy to identify some patterns and also enables to trigger some actions towards cost 
reductions or savings. Such is the case of Montville and Springdale where it was 
identified that "item cube" was the main cost driver causing freight cost variations. In 
Montville the volume that is being shipped drives the freight cost, meaning that if the 
values for this variables are reduced it will drive the cost down. On the other hand 
Springdale has an issue with volume; "item cube" increment will represent a reduction on 
freight cost. In this particular case a specific analysis has to be performed in order to find 
the right combination of values for each variable in order to optimize costs. Increasing 
volume is linked to other variables that mayor may not cause cost variances, in order to 
find out if further analysis must be performed. 
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C"""'lIII!!!IIl. "I~"I~IIlB.n Kesult 
This is a table with all the coefficients that will be used for the predictions and 
analysis of the impact of each of them on freight cost. 
M ISSISSAUGA MONTVILLE SHEBOYGAN SPRINGDALE WITIENBERG 
Quantity Shipped 0.003099 -0.00975 -0.0004366 0.15012 0.000964 
Weight Shipped 0.0030575 0.006835 0.010078 0.030958 0.0052666 
Item Cube 0.001444 ( 0.19187 'D -0.0041 -0.24334 -0.007006 
Shipment Miles 
Allocated Fuel Cost 
R·square 
0.00034724 
10.8147 
99.4% 
0.0005738 
8.6869 
84.3% 
0.005788 
6.4948 
87.7% 
".­
'" 
0.010643 
...... 
5.3321 
./ 
93.:1% 
0.00958 
6.80026 
91.1% 
Table No.6: Coefficients Summary 
This graph represents the coefficients obtained aHer the regression. It helps to identify the positive or negative impact of 
the different variables on Freight Cost per each unit increase. AHer obtaining the regression results many cost saving 
opportunities might be found throughout the entire analysis. Fuel will be plotted separately since aHer the analysis came 
out to be the biggest impact of course on freight costs; therefore will be major cost saving oppQrtunity. 
Coefficients and Variables 
0.2 
0.15 
0.1
 
US$ 0.05
 
0·----­
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-0.05
 
-0.1
 
-0.15
 
-0.2
 
-0.25
 
3 MISSISSAUGA MONTVILLE SHEBOYGAN SPRINGDALE WITIENBERG Quanllty Shipped 0003099 -000975 -00004366 0.15012 0.000964 We,ghtSh,pped 00030575 -0006835 0010078 - 0.030958 0.0052666 
.1.emCube - - 0001444 019~ -·00041 
-0.24334 -0.007006 
Shipment Miles - ~724=C-O:0005738 0 0-0-5--=7-88--_-1 __ 0.0 I0643 I0.00958 
Figure No.3: Coefficients Graph 26 
Figure No.3 shows the impact of fuel cost on the companies freight cost. In 
Mississauga, every time the company's fuel cost increases one cent the total freight cost 
will be increased by $10.81. This means that manipulating this particular variable can 
significantly affect the target. This variable is driven by the amount of products delivered 
from each origin; therefore, it can fluctuate along the same division depending on the 
nature of the business for each origin. Mainly, it can be seen that Mississauga is the 
origin that delivers the most product meaning the use of more transportation. 
Fuel Cost Impact 
12 ' 
11 
10 
9 
8 ' 
US$	 7 
6 
2 ' 
MISSISSAUGA MONTVILLE SHEBOYGAN SPRINGDALE WITTENBERG 
-
Allocated Fuel Cost 10.8147 8.6869 6.4948 5.3321 6.80026 
Figure No.4: Fuel Cost Graph 
Once again this project proves that linear regression can be used as a method to 
identify the impact of some variables in freight cost for manufacturing companies, and 
also can be used as a prediction tool to obtain future values for freight costs based on 
forecasted production and demand. The following table has been developed in order to 
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I 
prove the regression equation as a prediction formula for freight cost. On Appendix 2, 
there is the data that supports the equation test. In order to explain the process, the most 
important elements will be pointed out and explained. 
Regression Equation Test 
A
 
TOTALS MAY 2007 MISSISSAUGA 
Quantity Shin",," I 
2,501.51 I $2,286,19 I $196.57d::"" 5,377.00 I 19,543.20 $76,496.44 I :::> 
Regression Formula R·sq =99.9%	 %of Freight Cost Vs Extended Price 
located Frt Cost =·0.301 +0.00809 Quanti!y Shi j:1ed +0.0171 Item Cube +0.000668 Weight Shipj:1ed +11.4 Alia ated Fuel Cost 
$11.958 
$76,496.44 
$2,345.97 
Difference 
PREDICTED FRT Cost 
$197.07$2,345.97 
Variables 
5477.00 
Item Cube 
Qty Shipped 
Weight Shipped 
Allocated Fuel Cost 
AffiR 
%of Freight Cost Vs Extended Price 
A.	 This table indicates the total value for each variable that have been calculated 
manually summing all the data provided from the company for the specific origin 
and time period which in this particular case is Mississauga during May 2007 (see 
appendix 1). In yellow, is the calculation target which is freight cost. This was 
done in order to have a point of control to compare the formula results against the 
manual calculations. 
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B.	 It indicates the regression equation obtained from MTNITAB after running the 
data (see appendix 1) using regression analysis. This particular formula as 
mentioned on previous explanations will act as a template where the forecasted 
values for production and demand will be input in order to obtain the future 
values for freight cost. 
C.	 This small table works as a coefficient input where each variable will be assigned 
its own respective coefficient 
D.	 This particular table is the key for this test. In this table, the forecasted values for 
quantity, volume, fuel cost, etc. will be input in order to be substituted on the 
regression equation for further calculations. These values will be added to the 
total values obtained manually as explained on point A. This means that the 
values that will be input will represent the exceeding amount forecasted for each 
variable. 
E.	 This result is obtained after multiplying each coefficient with its respective 
exceeding forecasted value and then adding them all together to obtain the freight 
cost using the regression equation. 
F.	 This table indicates the how the values for each variable will look like after 
adding the forecasted exceeding values. 
G.	 These particular cells indicate the relation between the amounts of money 
expended in freight versus the amount of money charged to the client on the 
mVOlce. 
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This test was designed using Microsoft Excel in order to prove the equations and 
to demonstrate the purpose of this entire project which was to create a tool or method to 
identify freight cost variances at company XYZ. 
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CHAPTER V
 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 
Conclusions 
The purpose of this project was to create an effective tool or method to identify 
transportation cost variances for company XYZ which has been completely proven. The 
use of linear regression analysis and MINITAB throughout this entire proj ect shows that 
this particular task can be easily performed. It is also considered a powerful tool either to 
predict future values for freight costs or to identify cost savings opportunities and trigger 
actions plans. Company XYZ was completely satisfied with the results obtained in this 
project and with the benefits that it will bring to the company processes. Many cost 
saving opportunities were identified throughout the entire process and analysis which 
could easily could be performed by the company users and top management for future 
analysis or current operations performance evaluations. 
This particular project opens a path of new opportunities for graduate students to 
perfOlID further analysis using this as a starting point. Some further analysis might need 
to be done in order to explore the fuel cost variances. In order to perform this analysis, it 
is recommended to work with variables that might cause fuel cost variances as an isolated 
study and afterwards unite it with this entire project. Such variables could be: delivery 
frequency considering each customer destination, distance and delivery routing. 
This analysis has proven that statistical methods and calculations can be used to 
identify improvement opportunities within the distribution and logistics chain. Today's 
businesses are forced to cut operational costs in order to keep up with the competition. 
Here is a tool that will help to identify elements within the production and distribution p 
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Limitations 
When performing this project and its respective analysis it is good to have in mind 
the following limitations: 
•	 This study was limited to Company XYZ and those XYZ divisions that the 
company provided information about. 
•	 No comparisons were made to the other companies due to a lack of information 
and research. 
•	 Access to some information was limited due to an underperformance on the 
company's management systems. 
•	 There was a time constraint of three months to complete the study. 
•	 The following table summarize the results obtain form the analysis performed. 
[.HI f.. ft.'. 
............Jl!l~ 
Mississauga 
Increasing the volume shipped and reducing the weight, the outcome will be an 
improvement on target. An improvement on quantity shipped per load must be the most 
favorable result. 
Montville Increasing quantity per load will improve target. Reducing item cube by re-engineering process 
seems like a cost saving solution for this palticular origin. 
Sheboygan This origin has the particularity that indicates a close balance between variables and target. Again, the common pattern is item cube as a predominant source of improvement. 
Wittenberg 
It has the particularity of having the same pattern as Mississauga but with an insignificancy from 
the quantity that is being shipped out of this location. Quantity can be increased but weight will 
influence the results. 
Springdale All variables are significant for this specific origin. Quantity represents the only opportunity 
regarding cost saving opportunities. 
Table NO.7: Results Summary 
Recommendations 
Fuel costs are rising repeatedly with no signs of going down any time soon; 
therefore the company should focus on those variables that are having an impact on 
freight cost but are not variables related to fuel. For example volume is one of the major 
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cost drivers for origins such as Montville, where the nature of business drives the 
transportation to cube out and at the same time lowers the transportation efficiency. 
This origin deals with coffee filters that have crown shape, therefore it contributes 
to cube out the trucks and mode of transportation. One recommendation after doing this 
entire analysis is to re-engineer the product design and packaging. Coffee filters could be 
redesigned in order to be pre-folded in order to generate the marks and then flatten out for 
packaging, in this way the company could save close to 50% in coffee filter 
transportation because they would not be delivering any air and will optimize truck space. 
On the other hand they could incur on a reduction on packaging material using less card 
board to pack their filters, reducing cost and also helping the environment. 
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Appendix 1
 
Definition of Data Elements
 
Order Number 
This number is used to identify the customer's shipment. This number is shown in the 
commercial invoice and the shipping documents as well. 
Order Types
 
These codes are used to define whether an order is a sales shipment or an internal transfer
 
from warehouse to warehouse for company XYZ. The ST and SK codes are used to
 
identify internal transfers. SC, SW and SO are used to identify direct sales to customers.
 
Shipment Number
 
This number is used to identify the delivery. On a single shipment number, many order
 
numbers can be contained.
 
Load Number
 
It is used to identify the event. A load number will be assigned to the truck and the dock
 
where the cargo is loaded in order to be able to track a trace all the movements. Shipment
 
numbers will be assigned to the load number. Everything needs to be linked.
 
Date
 
It is the actual day, month and year when an order number has been shipped out.
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Sold to Number 
It is a number that is assigned to each customer. It is done this way to identify the 
customer with a numerical code. 
Item Number 
It is a code assigned to each product. This code is unique for each product and can be 
recognized in all system used within the company. 
Allocated Freight Cost 
It is the portion from the total freight cost that a single order represents. It is used to 
proportionally break down a total cost into small portions. The calculation is based on the 
total amount of pounds in a particular shipment number. Each order will represent a 
portion of the total weight. It is converted into a percentage. This percentage is applied to 
calculate the portion of freight cost corresponding to an order. If an order represents lO% 
of the total weight, it will also represent 10% of the total freight cost. This lO% will be 
the allocated freight cost. 
Quantity Shipped
 
Total number of items contained in an order number.
 
Weight Shipped
 
It is the actual weight of all items contained in an order number.
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Item Cube
 
It is the actual cubical dimension of the products contained in an order. This is calculated
 
by multiplying the length by the width and then by the height of each single item and
 
then totaling all results.
 
Shipment Miles
 
It is the distance between the point of origin and the point of destination calculated in
 
miles.
 
Division
 
The division is the different segments in which the company is divided. Each division has
 
a specific focus of production and each one produces a different family of products.
 
Family
 
The term "family" is used to reduce the type of products produced by the company. Each
 
family contains different presentations and differentiators. Families can have the same
 
product in different presentations.
 
Origin
 
The origin is where the order is being produced and shipped out.
 
Freight Handling Code
 
It is used to identify the freight payment terms. It used to identify who pays for the
 
freight. PP is used to identify prepaid freight and CC to identify collect freight.
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Ship to Number 
It is a number used to identify each destination. This number is unique for each shipment 
destination. 
Carrier Code 
It is a code assigned to each transportation provider. 
Total Invoice Price 
It is the total amount of money shown in the commercial invoice of a specific order. 
Load Cost 
It is the total amount of money due to transportation charges. 
Fuel Cost 
It is the amount of money due to fuel charges for a specific order. 
DST (State of Destination) 
It is the State where the final destination is located. 
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Appendix 2
 
Database for Equation Test
 
40 
MISS15SA 
537289 SW 113._ 56!l558 03-Moy-lJ1 9.18 2.12 5. 0..53 pp 54373 UGA ON LSW1W2 uPSG 63778 3a.a8 a 89.42 0.537241 
MlSSI5SA 
5372.89 SW lU._ 569SS8 Cl3-May-01 9.3 1.S9 o 5,4661 :1.69 pp SA373 UGA ON 1SWIW2 UPSG 63778 3G-88 o lCl4-33 0358484 
MISSISSA MISSISSA 
537.89 SW 1132464 569S5ll a3-May{)1 51275 9Hoole Raw 19.1< 3.<2 5.4061 U.S6 pp UGA 504313 lJGA ON LSWIWZ UP5G 63718 30.M 84.7 14173.58 
MISSISSA MI5515SA 
S37<895W 1132464 %9558 03..May-D7 51215 97-<J4Q.1C !law .... 5.88 5.4661 3.Cl4 pp UGA 54373 UGA ON LSWIW2 UPSG 63778 30.&8 23.G6 tl.195337 
95­ WIpe Ml5SIS5A ~ISSA 
5363lS 5W 11Ill916 569369 03,"'ay-Cl7 51068 02:5/692 small 112 526.4 33.08 a 5.4601 9.91 PP tJGA 537'9 UGA ON l5I'2R9 uPSG 63778 118..5.8 1ll a 12.5Cl.43 0Jl35723 
n­ M15S15SA MISSISSA 
!)3G571 SW 113104.5 5&9366 Cl4oMay-01 50BOO 03aj667 Fad.1 .7 89..1 la.90l6 5.4661 2.23 PP UGA sao63 UG.A ON UT4H! UPSG 63178 9&27 o 541.22 0.181541 
78ES12 U6 Wipe ""5S1SSA MISSISSA 
5365n SW 1.1.31045 5j;9366 Cl4-Moy-Cl7 5Cll1OO 61 Small 26 122.< 8.8U4 o 5._1 3.05 PP UGA 53Cl63 lJGA ON L4T4H1 UPSG 63178 93.21 a 5H37 a.243296 
G300JDW RttC!r MISSISSA M1SS1SSA 
5384<15 SW 1139286 5j;9813 Cl1·May-Cl7 51275 /6 sm~l 5.6 1J1ll 5.466:1 1.32 PP UGA 54373 UGA ON l5W1Wl UPSG 63778 30.&8 o 6.1.72 0.128l38 
MIS5J5SA MISSlSSA 
5384<1S SW 113928G S69J1n 07-May-01 51215 91.(J4(lIC Raw 8.88 11.16 5,_1 5.95 PI' UGA S4373 tJGA ON LSW1W2 UPSG 63718 3a..sa 47.74 0.578044 
G3!JOO4W F11t(!r MISSlSSA MISSISSA 
~1I445 SW 1139286 569823 07-Moy·07 SI275 16 Sm,II 8 12.2' 3.76 5.4661 5.29 PP UGA 504373 UGA ON LSWIW2 UPSG 63778 3O.lla 123.45 0.5139:<5 
MISSISSA MISSISSA 
,38445 SW 1139.86 5698Z3 OHllay",,7 51275 97·1001C Raw n56 3.11' a 5.~ ti-.ll PP UGA 54373 UGA ON 1.5W1W2 U1'5G 63778 30.88 o 100..21 1.46794 
MlSSISSA ""1551551. 
5391.96 SW 1144644 S70061 OB-M.ay,07 51215 97·0401C I1<lW 5.92 7.84 5.4661 '.69 PP UGA ~373 UGA ON 1.5W1W2 UP5G 6~n8 30.&8 31.a3 a.16U34 
G3OQIOW Filta MISStSSA MISS/SSA 
539196 SW 11«644 570067 OS-Mey-D7 51215 /6 Sm.1I 5.6 1.as 5.4661 1.55 PI' UGA 5·Un UGA ON LSWIW2 UPSG 63778 30.88 o 61.12 O.~83 
MISSISSA MISSISSA 
539196 SW U-"644 57'JOlj7 OO-MaV-07 5l,;nS 97-1001C Raw 17 47.94 7.U 5.4661 2Las pp UGA 504373 UGA ON l.5WIW2 UPS(; G3778 3a.8S a ill.97 2.125648 
G30004W Filter MISSISSA MISSIS5A 
539196 SW 1.1~ 570067 08~May..Q7 5U7S /6 Small 4.59 1.41 o 5.4661 1.55 PP UGA 54373 UGA ON L5W'1W2 UPSG 63778 3Cl.88 46.29 0.15as83 
95­ Wipe M1SSISSA MISSISSA 
538465 SW 1139417 569940 O~M..,,·07 Sl068 02S/692 Small 112 526.4 38.08 5.4661 'LClG PP UGA 53749 UGA ON l5T2R9 UP5G 63778 133.78 11 o 1294.69 0.1«954 
MISSISSA MISSISSA 
s.4Q019 SW 1.150795 5703.45 11·M~y-07 51215 91.Q401C ""'" 4.44 5.88 U661 2..5' PP tJGA 54373 UGA ON LSWIW1. UPSG 63778 30.88 23.81 a.24481.9 
G300lOW F~tw MISSISSA MtSSISSA 
540019 SW 1150795 5703-15 11·MaV-07 51175 16 SmQU 9.8 1.&9 5.466,1 3.08 pp UGA 54373 UGA ON L5WIW2 UPSG 63778 30.88 10B.02 O.2-99Z23 
G3{)(X)4W An~ MIS5ISSA MISSISSA 
540019 SW 1150795 570345 11~-<J7 S1l75 /6 Small 10 15.3 "'1 5.4661 7.1l9 PP UGA 54373 UGA ON LSWIW2 UPSG 63718 30.88 o 154.31 0.747085 
MISStSS.\ MISSISSA 
5.00195W 1150795 570345 l1·May..(}] 51275 97·!OOlC Raw 22.56 3.68 5.4fj61 n.83 PP UGA 54373 UGA ON l!iW.1W2 UPSG 63778 30.88 o 100.12 1.2~ 
95­ lMpe MIS5ISSA MISSISSA 
539707 SIN 114652.8 5103t7 15--M:ly-0'7 51Cl68 025{692 Small 112 57.6.. 38.08 5.%61 9-.91 pp UGA 53749 tJGA ON l.5T2R9 UPSG 63778 111.53 o 1294.69 0.799695 
G30004W Filter MIS5lSSA MISSISSA 
54.0823 SW 11!i2184 570588 16-Moy-47 51215 /6 Small 9.18 2.'2 5.4661 4-16 PP UGA 54373 UGA ON l.5WIW, UPSG 63718 30.88 9253 01Cl4145 
MISSISSA MIS5!SSA 
540823 SW 1152784 510saa 16-May-Cl7 51275 91·1001e 'low l' 39.48 6.44 5.466] 1lL83 PI' UGA 54-373 UGA ON LSW1W2 UPSG 63778 30.M 115.39 1-<i15039 
GJOO1OW ,,~'" M1SSISSA MIS51SSA 
SOO823 SW U5'Z.784. 570588 16-MOIV-07 51275 16 Smail 12..6 7.A3 5._1 2.n pp UGA 5431. UGA ON LSW1Wl UPSG 6317B 30,88 o 138.88 0.2.69106 
MISSISSA MISSlSSA 
SA0823 SW U527&4 570588 16-M~7 51275 91-G40lC RIIW 4 5.92 1.84 o 5.'661 ~3PP UGA 54373 UGA ON LSWIW2 UPSG 63778 30.83 31.ll] 0.24579 
78ES12U6 WIpe MISSISSA MI5S'SSA 
>39991 SW ll5()779 570344 17·May-07 5oaOO (j7 ~II 35 164.5 11.8615 a 9.4661 31 PI' UGA $,3063 UGA ON IOT4ll1 UP<;G 63778 15U. 13 73Cl.14 0.260302 
92' MIS5ISSA MISSISSA 
539997 SW 1150779 570344 17_1"07 50800 03Cl/661 F,clal 41 135.3 1655' 5.%61 154 PI' UGA 53063 UGA ON L4T4>U UPSG G3178 154.82 13 850_9 0.21328 
95· WI"" MISSISSA MISSISSA 
5olO688 SW 1152910 57OS86 17·Moy-Cl7 51008 a2.5f6"2 SmolJ 112 526.' 3Jl.o.s 5.4661 13.15 pp UGA 53749 UGA ON L.5UR9 UPSG 63na 89.04 o 1294.69 1.033805 
MISSISSA MISSISSA 
5417<6 >Y. 1166916 570878 Ii-MaV·07 51275 97.ot01C R<Jw 5.92 1.84 5.4661 3.4 PP tJGA ~73 UGA ON L5W1Wl UPSG 63178 30.88 a 31.83 O~U 
MISS15SA MIS5ISSA 
5.11126 sw UOO916 570878 18--MoV-07 5),,21S 97-100IC Raw 11 31.02 5:06 a 5._1 17.17 PP UGA r.4373 UGA ON 1.5W1W2 UPSG G3778 30.88 a 137.8 1.7263. 
G3OOCl4W I1lt... ~5SA MISSISSA 
541126 SW 1166916 S7OlI78 Ill-Mry-Cl1 51275 /6 Smoll 7.65 US a 5.4661 3.2. PP UGA ;,4373 UGA ON l.5WIW2 UPSG 63778 30.88 77.15 0314161 
G3OO1OW Filter MtSSIS!A MIS'i15SA 
5,117<65W 11661>16 '>70878 11l-May-(l7 51275 16 sm.J1 5.6 I.as 5.4661 ~.63 pp UGA S013 UGA ON l.5WIW2 I1I'SG 63713 30.88 61.72 0.1583S5 
GlOOO4W FUt(!r MISSISSA MIS'!'155A 
542331 5W 1168512 571.66 23''''1'/",,1 5U75/6 Small 12.24 3..76 5.4661 4.43 PP UGA 543T3 UGA ON l.5W1W2 UPSG 63778 3aM 123.45 0.430376 
42 
i 5h'pm~t loiKI Sold To tlC!'fn I f~S I~Cb~II ,Iii Nu"'b<r I/<umtorc I Dato I"""'Ix' r NWllber I family RCM I ~PQl"1 I 5C/oC C:tmot l_ lood ",. 
G,30010W Alter MISS'SSA 
642331 SW 1168512. 57126S H-MaV-<J7 51275 /6 Small 12.6 2.•"3 5.4661 2,12 pp 54373 UGA ON. I.5WIW' UPSG 63778 30.88 Q 138.88 0.21567.4 
MISSISSA 
642331 SW 1168512 511266 ~MlI'{-Q7 51275 97~lOOlC RilW 20 56.4 9.2 5.4661 18.5'1 pp 54313 UGA ON 15WIW2 UPSG 63778 30.88 250.55 1.80&023 
M1SSIS$A MlSSlSSA 
542331 SW U6iSJ 2 511266 23-Mlly-Q7 51275 91-0401C Rllw 7.4 9-8 5.4661 2.44 pp UGA '>4313 lJGA ON LSW1W2 UPSG 63778 30.88 o 39.79 0.2370-<7 
MI5SlSSA 1>\1551554 
S431~1 SW U]5379 57111&30 25·M.ty.07 51275 97..()401C Raw 2.96 3m 5.4661 Itl4 pp UGA 54373 UGA ON I.SWIW2 UJ>SG 63778 ,0.88 o lS.91 0.188472 
G"lOO10'W filter M15S15SA MI5S1SSA 
543191 SW 1115319 571430 25-May"", 51275 /6 smoll 2.8 0.54 o 5.4661 U3PP UGA 54373 UGA ON l.5WJWl UPSG 63718 30.88 3Q.8t; 0.20693 
G30Q(}4W FItter MIS5ISSA MISSlSSA 
543191 SW 1170379 511430 25-....y.07 51275 /G """'II 12.24 3.7(; 5_4661 8.5 PP UGA 54373 lJGA ON L5WIW2 UPSG 63na 30.88 J 01 123.45 0,825777 
M!SSI5SA I>\ISSISSA 
543191 SW 1175.3J9 571430 25'MClV-()7 51215 97-1001C RJW 19.14 3.22 5.4661 J2.97 pp UCiA 54373 UGA ON LSWIW2 UPSG 63718 30.88 87.69 1.260039 
92· Ml5SlSSA MISSISSA 
542005 sw 1167360 571011 29-11My.01 50800 03O{667 facl,l 60 198 24.228 o 5.4661 5.56 pp UGA 59063 UGA ON l4T4Ii1 UPSG 63778 53.98 o 1245.22 0.412QOi 
95· Wipe MlS5r.iSA MISSISSA 
542834 SW 1174785 571350 29~M~'()7 $1068 025/692 Sl'lUl~ III 526.4 38.[1ll o 5.4661 'l..Il4 pp UGA 53748 UGA ON LSTlR9 UPSG 63778 116.77 10 o 12.94.69 0.174171 
24· Wipe /oUSIili5A MISSISSA 
542834 SW J 174785 571350 29-Moy-<l7 51_ 242/692 .....11 144 216 5Ull 5.4661 3.71 pp UGA 5F49 UGA ON L.5T2R9 UPSG 63178 116.77 10 o 1610.4 0,318575 
78ES12U6 Wipe MISSISSA MIS$JS.5A 
542005 SW 1161360 5710ll 2!}-Moy-07 50800 67 Small 25 117.5 8.4725 o 5._1 3.3 pp UGA 5]063 UGA ON l4T4HJ UP5G 63778 S3.98 .. 511.53 0.2....535 
G3001QW Frtter MISSISSA MI5SI554 
54.3899 SW lln191 5716'89 3Q.May-Q7 SI27S /6 Sm::111 4.2 0.81 5.4661 U9 PP UGA ~+373 UGA ON LSWIWl UPSG 63778 30.88 46.29 0.115609 
G300GCW Finer Mls515SA MISSISSA 
5ol3899SW n77JlJ2 511689 30-Miry"'()7 51275 /6 SmOlIl 10.71 3.19 5.4661 3.61 pp UGA 54373 UGA ON 15WIW2 UPSG 63778 3O.S8 108.02 0.35J684 
MISS15SA MISSISSA 
543899 SW 1177192 57.lE89 3D-May-Q7 51275 97-]OOlC Raw 11 47.94 1.82 5.4U61 Ja18 PP UGA 5U73 UGA ON 15W1Wl UP5G 63778 30.88 212.91 1.824482 
MI55lSSA MISSISSA 
54,899 SW 1177191 571639 3G-M.ay-07 51275 97-()o1()lC Raw 7.4 9.8 5.4661 2.89 I)P UGA 54-373 UGA ON 15W1Wl UPS(; 63778 30.83 39.'19 0.2-80764 
'15­ Wipe N'I5SISSA 
53751.11 5W 11330-<7 569684 0-<-M.ly-{)7 50988 0250747 Medium 144 3176.~ 302.4 16 5.4661 79.3 pp UGA G1l47 TORONTO ON MlNIWS UPSG G3778 88.5 16 3988.22 6.:271316 
G300HlW FIIW MISSISSA CORNWA 
537299 5W U~2"4 _568 03-May.07 51275 /6 Small 14 19.6 3.78 281 S.4661 G".lS PP lJGA 54372 II ON k6ll5R8 UPSG 63778 45.23 281 208.65 0.55273 
G30004W Filter MtSSiSSA CDIlNWA 
S3n99 SW 113'24],( 569568 03IMaV-07 51275/6 Small 10.71 .3.2-9 281 5.4661 4.66 PP UGA 5:4372 Ll ON k6ll5R8 UI'SG 1;3778 45.B 281 10-<.33 0.412116 
MISSI.5SA COIlNWA 
537299 SW 1132474 569568 03-MoilV-07 51275 97·1001C ~w 18 50.76 8.28 281 !I.4661 "~1 pp UGA 54312. LL. ON K6HSR8 UPSG 63718 45.23 231 21.7.79 2.161588 
MlSSlSSA CORNWA 
537299 5W 1132414 569668 03-M.:ly-07 51275 91-040JC Raw 7.4 9.8 281 5.4661 3_57 PP UGA 54371 11 ON k6HSR8 UPSG 63778 45.23 4 28J 38.43 0..31572 
MISSISSA CORNWA 
53844< SW 1139285 569830 Q4.M~7 51215 97-1001C ROlIN 16 45.1.2 7.36­ 2Bl 5.4661 2,3.8 pp UGA 54371 U ON K6115RB UPSG G3778 45.23 28J 200.44 2.104,98 
G30010W Fitter MISSISSA CORNWA 
538444 SW U3928S 569830 04-May-Q7 Sil7S /6 .)mati 13 18.2 3.51 281 5.4661 6PP UGA 5C372 U. ON t-::61iSR8 UPSG 63n& 4S.23 281 200.6 0.53062.J 
G.30004W filter M'SSISSA CORNWA: 
S38444 sw 1139285 569&30 ~y"()7 51275 /6 Small 10.71 3.29 281 5.4661 4.56 pp UGA ~4372 II ON k6H5R8 UPSG 63178 45.23 281 108.02 0.403272 
MtSSlSSA CORNWA 
53844< 5W 11392&5 569830 04-~'UlV-G7 51275 97·0401C Raw 8.88 11.76 L81 5.46151 4.68 pp UGA 54372 11 ON K6hSR8 UPSG GmB 45.23 281 47.74 0.413885 
N'lSSISSA CORNWA 
S39195SW 1144643 570076 oa-May-Q7 51275 97·1001C R4w 17 47.94 7.8.2 281 5.4661 21JB pp UGA r.4312 II ON k6HSRB UPSG 63778 45.23 281 212.91 2.4611.98 
MISSlSSA CORNWA 
539195 5W 1104643 570076 08--M"y-01 51275 ~7-0401C Raw 12 17.76 a51 2S1 5.4661 I1J.31 PI' UGA ,.372 U. ON K61iSR8 Ul'SG 63778 45.23 28l 95.49 O.9117l:l4 
G30010W R~... MI5SrssA CORNWA 
5391.95 SW 1140643 570076 08-M0y-<l7 51175 /6 Smell 12.6 2.43 281 5."661 U9 pp UGA 543n U ON K6h5~8 UPSG 63778 45.13 281 138.88 0.211364 
MISSI.5SA CDIlNWA 
540017 SW lli0793 570:3$0 11·May·07 51175 97-1001C "liVl 25.38 4.14 281 5.4661 26.3 pp UGA 54372 11 ON K6HSP.8 UPSG 63778 45..13 2&1 112.75 2.31589 
G30004W Rlt~ MlSSlSSA CORNWA 
540017 SW 1150193 570350 l1-May-<l1 51215 /6 Small 459 1.41 181 5.4661 2.71 PP UGA S4372 11 ON K6H5R8 UPSG 6377S 45.<3 281 46.29 0.23966* 
MISSlSSA CORNWA 
5400175W 11.50793 570],$0 ll-Ma'f"07 51215 91.Q401C ~w 5.92 7.84 2Sl. 5.4661 6.13 PP lJGA 54312 11 ON )({jHSR8 UPSG 63773 4!i.2J 4 231 31.83 O.~Ula 
G30010W Fiber MtsslSSA CORNWA 
540017 SW 1150193 570350 ll-M"",-Q7 51275 /6 Small 9.S 1.89 281 5.4G61 $.4 pp UGA ~72 11 ON K6HSRB UPSG 63778 45.23 281 J08.02 0.477559 
G30010W Rltar MI5S15SA CORNWA 
540811 SW 1152782 570583 16-....\"-07 S1215 /& SA"''' 16 22.4 4.12 281 5.4661 8.~9 P UGA 54372 11 ON K6HSJl8 UPSG 6ms 45.23 281 2<16.89 0.573955 
G>0004Wf_ Ml5S1SSA COIINWA 
S40821 SW 11527112 570583 1G-M"y-07 51275 /6 Sm,II 3.06 O.M 18J. 5.4Glil 1.62 pp UGA 54312 11 ON K6H5RB UPSG 63778 45.23 4 ,81 3<l.!l6 0.l432li8 
43 
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MIS51SSA CORNWA 
540811 SW 1152782 570583 I&-Moy<l7 S1275 97-1001C Raw 16 4S.J.l 7.36 1.81 5,(661 :15.74 PI' UGA 54372 U. ON r6J.l5R8 UPSG 63771l 45.23 <81 200.44 2.276365 
MISSI55A COIlNWA 
S4j)821 5W usua2 570583 I&-May·07 5127. 97-Q401C ""'" 8.88 11.16 281 .4661 5.06 PP UGA S4372 l..t ON t<6H5R8 UPSG 63778 45.23 4 281 47.74 lL447(91 
G30004W filt£r MI&515SA CORNWA 
041722 SW U6691Z 570&1l3 Ul-May·07 51275 /6 Small 1..53 0.47 281 5.4661 1.59 PP U<;A SAln U ON K6llSR8 UPS6 63778 45.23 281 15,43 0.140615 
M155ISSA CORNWA 
O41n2 SW 1166912 5708&3 18·M.;y-G7 51175 97·1OOIC R,w 17 47.94 762 281 5.4661 28.19 PI' UGA '>4372 U ON ",1;1508 UPSG fa77S 45.23 181 U 1.97 1.493036 
M1SSlSSA CORNWA 
541122 Sw 1186912 5708&3 11l-M.1y-07 5U75 97-G101C ft.1W 10.36 B.n 181 5.4661 5.09 PI' UGA 54372 II ON K6>!SR8 UP';(; 63778 45.23 4 281 55.7 o..s38581 
G3QlllOW FHm- MI5515SA CORNWA 
541722 5W 116M12 570883 I"Mily-G7 51275 /6 Small 12.6 2.43 281 5.4661 J.U PP UGA 5&372 11 ON XQiSR8 UPSG 63778 45,23 281 138.88 0.275923 
MISS/5SA CORNWA 
041333 SW 1168519 57U75 23·M.y-ll7 51275 91·1.001C ~ 23 64.-36 10.58 281 5.4661 25.47 PI' UGA 5.4372 11 ON K6IlS08 UPsG 63778 45.23 281 288.13 2.252487 
MISSISSA COIlNWA 
542338 SW 1J.QlS19 571275 23-M<Jv.()7 51215 9'7..()4.01C R.i1Iw 11 16.28 21 .•6 281 5.4661 6.39 PP UGA 5,4372 11 ON KGH5R8 tJPSG 63778 45.23 281 87.53 0.565112 
G30010W flttJ!r MISSISSA CORNWA " 
042338 5W 1168519 571275 23oM.y·07 51115 16 $miillll 2l 29.4 'j.al 281 5.4661 5.8 pp UGJ\ 54372 II ON Il6H5R8 IJPSG 63778 45.13 281 324.05 O.S1293. 
G3OOQ4W Riter MI551SSA CORNWA 
542338 SW 116sS19 571275 13-May-.07 51275 /6 small 7.65 2.35 281 5_4661 U9 PP UGA 54371 II ON K6H5fta UPSG 63778 45.23 281 17.15 0.167146 
MI5SIS5A CORNWA 
543l3O SW 1175378 571434 28·May'()7 51275 97·100IC Raw 14 3.9.48 6.... 281 5.4661 26.33 PI' UGA 54372 II ON K6H5R8 IJP5G 63778 45,23 281 175.39 2..132965 
G30004W Frlr~ MI$SfSSA COR_A 
543190 SW 11'15378 571A~4 28·Moy-.07 51275 /6 5moll 3.06 0,;;94 281 5.%61 1.58 PP lIGA 54372 ll. ON K6li5R8 UPSG 63778 45.2.3 
" 
281 30.36 0.13973 
G30010W Fitter MISSI5SA CORNWA 
543190 SW 11}5378 571&34 l~y-.07 51275 /6 Sm:lll 11.1 2.16 281 5.4661 U2 PI' UGA 54372 II ON k61iSR8 UPSG 63778 45.23 281 1.23.45 0.275923 
MISSlSSA CORNWA 
S43~0 SW 1175378 571434 28·Mily<l7 51275 9HI40lC l\aw 11.8" 15.1)3 281 5.4661 7'.91 PI' UGA ,..372 U ON K6H50. UPSG 63778 45.23 2.&1 63.66 0.099536 
MtSSlSSA CORNWA 
54,391l55W 1177198 571711 3O-...y-.07 51275 91-Q40tC Raw 1<1.36 13.12 281 5.4661 6.09 pp UGA wn u. ON K6lI5R8 UPSG 63778 45.23 281 S5.7 0.538581 
MISSlSSA CORImA 
543905 SW 1177198 571711 3O-May-07 51275 97-1001C Row 17 47.94 7.82 281 5.4661 20.19 PP UGA 54372 U ON K6H5Rll UPSG 63778 45.23 281 212.97 2,493036 
GOOIOW Flltt!r MI55IS5A COflNWA 
54391)5 SW 1.1-77198 571711 30·M'''I-07 51215 /6 5moll 1J 15.' 2.t7 181 S.466.l 4.66 pp UGA M3n U ON I(liHSR8 UPSG 63778 45.23 2A1 169.74 O..1211G 
G30004W Filter Ml5SI$SA CDRNWh 
543905 5W l1n198 571111 30-M<ly-07 5U15/~ Small 3.~ 0.~4 281 5.,(661 J.59 PP UGA ~4~12 LL ON _SR8 UPSG 63773 45.13 281 30.86 0.140615 
78E5t2V4 WIpe MlSSISSA 
543868 SiN 111{;7?4 571709 3o-May'()7 50931 t Small 1113 5231.1 317.1957 353 5.4661 304.2 PP UGA 5324.1 LAVAL PO H7M5G4 UPSG 63778 339.47 28 353 15508.99 l5.O9088 
24· WIpe MISSIS5A WINNIPE 
538652 SW 1139969 SG994A. IG-M:Jy..Q7 50733 252/263 Small 56 M 20.16 1224 5.'1661 ".39 PP UGA 62057 G M8 R3E2T4 UP5G 63778 806.(2 66 1224 650.56 0.604&21 
24- Wipe! MISSI5SA W1NNWE 
539499 SW 1145139 570270 15''''''y-01 50733 252fl63 &m.1I 56 84 20.16 1224 5.4661 Hll PP UGA 61057 G M8 k3£2n UPSG 63778 902.74 7( 1224 65856 0.604!l5ll 
93· MI5$15SA WlNNIPE 
541198 SW 117'li18 571357 29-Mil.,...o7 50733 030/711 F_, 160 384 34.64 1224 5.4661 33.76 PI' UGA Q057 G MB 1\3UT& UPSG 6377. 695.29 51 12211& 2035,,2 2.767651 
630010'11 flit... MISSlSSA 
537303 5W 11.12478 569564 03-Moy-.07 51215/6 "".11 16 22.4 4.3l 2041 5,4661 6.61 pp IJGA 54371 CALGARY AS TU7J4 UPSG 63778 08.2 2041 238.46 0.581525 
G30004W flit... MISSI5SA 
537303 SW 11.12478 569564 03-May-G1 51175 /6 Smoll 19 2$).07 S.t! 2041 5.4661 14-.9.2 PP UGA '>4371 CAlGAAY All TMJ4 UPSG 63778 68.2 2041 283.17 1.31261 
MISSI55A 
537303 5V1 W2478 56956-& 03·May<l7 51275 9HOOlC Raw 20 56." 9..1 2041 ..4661 3l.O6 PP UGA '>4371 CAlGARY AB TlY71A lIPSG 63778 58.2 2041 241.99 2.820528 
MISSlSSA 
53730.3 SW 1132478 56956& 03-M.>y-07 51275 9J.<J401C Il?v 10.36 13.72 2041 5.4661 5.89 PP Ubt. 54371 CALGARY AB TlY71A UPSG 63778 68.2 2041 53.8 0.51&182 
MISSISSA 
53,.8lW75W 1,169288 569827 [l4.May-07 51275 97-0401C Ilaw 7.4 9.8 2041 5.4661 10.11 PI' UGA $4371 CAl.GARY 4B T1Y7J' UPs<; 03718 68.2 2041 39.79 0.ll!I¢721 
G3OOO4W fUtiE!r MIS5155A 
538447 SW 1139288 56Sll27 0<-M.y'()7 5,1275 /0 SrnQII 9.Ul 2.82 2041 ..4661 9.66 PP UGA 54371 CAlGARY All T.lY7J4 Ul'5G 630778 68.2 2041 91..58 G~98S3 
G30010W ~lte-r MISSISSA 
538447 5W 1139288 5698V 0<-M'y-07 51275 /6 small 12.6 2.43 2041 5.4661 Ii.U PI' UGA S4~71 CALGARY AB Hyr,. UPSG 63778 68.2 2CMl 134.88 0.5.64809 
MI5SlS5A 
5384475W 1139288 569827 04-May-07 51275 97·1oole "­ 25.38 4.14 2041 5.4661 34..87 PP UGA S4371 CALGARY AB TlY?). IJPSG 63778 68,;( 041 112.75 3.067742 
78fS12U6 WIpe MI551SSA 
5376.u 5W 11344J7 569630 07·May-<J1 501168/ !moll 23.5 1.6~ 1041 5._1 l.28 PP UGA 51432 CAlGARY A8 TXlV/ UPSG 63778 155.48 13 2041 97.8 0.190635 
G30010W Aft'" MIS51SSA 
539200 SW 1144643 570074 08-Moy-.07 51275 /6 5""," 20 28 5.4 2041 5.4661 1.6.07 PP UGA 54371 CAlGAllY A8 TlY7)4 UPSG 63778 68.2 6 20U 308.62 1.41.1783 
G3OOO4W Rftitf MISSISSA 
539200 5V1 1144648 570074 08-M1Iy-07 51275 /6 Small 13 191!9 6.11 2041 5 ••661 1~':;1 PP UGA 04371 CAlGAl\Y AB nUl' UPSG 63778 68.2 6 20<\1 200.6 1.698827 
Nu~ber I 0.'" ORtGlN 
MlSSlSSA 
539200 SW U4-4648 570074 08·Moy-Q7 51.275 97-Q401C Raw 1 1.'18 1 ..96 2041 5.4661 1.12 pp UGA 54311 CAlGARV AS TIV7J4 UPSG 63778 68.2 2041 7.96 0.098S~ 
MISSISSA 
539200 SW 114464S 570074 OB-May-Q7 51275 97·1001(; R;rw 10 28.2 4.6 2041 5.4661 11.38 pp UGA 54371 CALGARY AB 11V7J4 UP5G 63778 68.2 2041 115.28 1.880938 
G30010W FUler MISSlS5A 
~20SW 11.50791 570354 11·Moy-Q7 51275 16 """II 13 lS.1 3.51 2041 5.4661 15.28 pp UGA 54371 CALGA~V 1.6 TlY7J4 UP5G .3178 68.2 2041 200.6 1.34,428.2. 
G3Q004W Alter MIS515SA 
S4.0020 SIN 1150797 570354 ll-May-07 5.1275 /6 Sm.1I 13 19.89 6.11 1041 5.4661 22.91 PP UGA 54371 CAlGAJW A8 1117]4 UPSG 63778 68.2 l04J 200.6 ,_01554.3 
MISSISSA 
540020 SW 11507'37 570354 U-M.y-Q7 51175 91·100!C Raw 15,38 4.14 2041 5.4661 21.66 PP UGA 5437l CALGARY AD 11171. UPSG 63778 68.2 I.04J 112.75 l.905572 
MI55ISSA 
540020 SW 1150797 570354 11-Moy-<l7 51275 97-o<OlC Row 148 1.96 2041 5-4661 1.16 PP U<iA 54371 CAlGARY AB 11Y7J4- UPSG 63778 68.2 2041 1.96 0,11035 
!J5.- WI.., MlS515SA 
539231 5W U447l8 570273 1l......y-ll7 51068 01.5/692 Sm.aft 84 394.8 u.s<> 1041 5.4661 42.98 PP UGA 5.H48 CALGARY AB HC4D UPSG 63778 379.84 31 204J 971.01 3.50714 
2.. Will<' MI'iSlS5A 
539231 SW 11"718 570273 1l'Ma\'-ll7 51068 1421692 5maU 54 81 19.M 2041 5-4661 8.S1 PP UGA 53748 CAlGARY AD TlC4C7 UPSG G3778 379.84 31 2041 603.9 0.719013 
MI55l5SA 
540819 5W 1152780 ,7OS~2 I&-Moy-Q7 S12l!) 9"1·100tC bw 11 31.02 5.06 2<141 5."661 28.46 pp UGA 54j11 CAlGARY AB llY7J4 UPSG 63778 68.19 204.1 131.8 2.5G4179 
G3OOO4W filter MISSl5SA 
54Oll19 SW 1152780 570592 16-Ml>y-ll7 512.75 (6 Sm,al 16 2".48 7.52 1041 5.4661 18.83 PP UGA 54371 CAlG.b.RY A& 11V7J4 UPSG 63778 6&.19 1041 246.S9 1.65684J 
IWSSlSSA 
540819 SW J152780 570592 16-M.y-ll7 51275 ~7·0401C ~.w 7.4 9.8 5-4661 6.79 PP uGA 54.311 CALG.AAY AS 11V7J4 UPSG 63778 68.1.9 2041 39.79 0.597448 
G3QOIOW FUter MIS5ISSA 
54Q819 5W 1152780 5705~2 1&-Mily·07 51275 f6 Small 11 15.4 2.97 204"1 5.4661 7.02 PP UGA 54371 CALGARY AB TlY7J4 UPSG 63778 63.19 2041 1£9.'. 0.611686 
G30010W Filter MlSSlSSA 
541725 SW 1l{j(j915 570885 t8:-Mav.fl1 51275 /6 SIMII 9 12.6 2.43 2041 5.<661 7.12 PP UG" 5..371 CALGARY AD 111714 UPSG 63n8 68.21 2041 138.88 0.635091 
G3OQI}4W l=ittei' MISSISSA 
541725 SW 1166915 570885 18-Moy-Q7 5127S /6 5tl1a1l 9.18 2.82 2041 5.4661 10.76 pp UGA 5<371 CAI.GAR~ AS TlY7joil UPSG 63778 68.11 2041 92.58 0.946489 
MlSSISSA 
541n5 SW 1166915 5708&5 18-May-D7 5127$ 97·WJ1C Raw 10 28.2 4.6 2041 5.<661 34.17 pp tlGA 54371 CALGARY AS 111714 UPSG 63778 68.21 204J 125.28 3,005718 
95· WIpe MtSSl.sSA 
540373 SIN 1151704 570723 IS......Y-ll7 51068 025/1'92 ~II 14 65.8 4.76 2041 5.4661 8.05 pp UGA 53148 CALGARY AS TlC4C7 UPSG 63778 216...45 18 2041 161.84 O.GG:9459 
14- Wi"" MISSl5SA 
540373SW 11517<14 570723 IS-May-Q7 51068 142/692 sma" IS 27 6.48 2041 5.4661 3.3 PP UGA 53748 CALGARY AB TlC4C7 UPSG 63778 116.45 18 2041 201.3 0.,27442& 
MISSLSSA 
5417:15 sw 1166915 57088S 18·M.1y-07 51275 97-Q4.01C Raw 4.44 5.8!l 2041 5.4661 5.37 pp UGA 54371 0\lGMY h8 nY7J4 IJPSG 63778 68.21 6 1041 13.87 0.471.365 
G30010W Fln.er MlSSlSSA 
542337 SW 1168518 571271 23-Moy-m 51275 f6 Small 16 11.4 4.3,2 lO4l 5....661 7.39 PP UGA 54371 CALGAfty AB TlY]J4 UPSG 63778 6&2 204J .1."6..89 0.650147 
G3~W Fitter MISSI5SA 
5"2337 SW U685IS 571171 23·May-ll7 51275 /6 5mJIl 12 18.36 5.64 1041 5.4661 11.18 PP UGI\ !o4311 CALGARY AS 11Y7J4 UPSG 63778 68.2 2041 185.17 0.983578 
MfSSIjSA 
547,337 SW 1168518 571271 2,3·Moy-07 512.75 97-100lC Raw 15.38 4.14 2041 5.4661 ].6.7 PP UGA 54311 CALGARY A8 TtV7J'- UPSG (ana 68.2 2041 112.7S 2.34a974 
M'55lSSA 
542337 5W 1l68SJ.8 571271 23-M1y-ll7 51275 97-o.tOlC R/lw 13,32 17.64 1041 5.4661 14,01 PP UGA S4371 CALGAR... AB T.IY7J'; UPSG 637711 68.2 1041 71.62 1.211551 
G300J.aW Rttrr MISSISSA 
543195 SW 1175383 571437 25-May-Q7 .r.i127S /6 Smoll 12.6 1.43 2041 5.4661 8.12 pp UGA 54311 CALGARV AB TlV7J4 UPSG 63778 68.1 2041 138.3S 0.71437 
G'S0(K)4W FHtet' MISS15SA 
5l31,95 SW 1175383 ,71437 2S-M-aV..Q7 S12J5 /6 StnI)II 9 13.17 4.2.3 1041 5."661 1'6.32 pp UGA 5,(3'71 CALGARY AD TlY7J4 UPSG 61778 8.2 2041 138.S8 1.4.35777 
M1S515.SA 
543195 sw 11753&3 571437 lS-M'y-07 51275 91·I00JC {laW 18 50.76 8..2S 1041 5.-1 32.58 pp UGA 54311 CAlGARY AS TlY7J.( UPSG 63778 68.2 2041 225..5 2.866176 
95- ~ MISSIS5A 
542653 SW 1174O'.l6 571432 25·May-Q7 51068 025/1192 Smoll 28 131.6 9.52 2041 5.4661 13.68 PP UGA snq CALGARY AI nC4C7 UPSG 63778 251.86 21 2041 313 61 1,136113 
24- Wipe MISSISSA 
541653 sw 1174096 SlJ432 2S·May·07 51068 2.42/692 S",,.,II 18 27 6.48 2041 5.4-661 2.8 pp UGA 53748 CAlGARY AD TZC4C7 UPS<; 63778 252.86 21 1041 101.3 0.13254 
MISSISSA 
543902. sw 1117195 571701 30·May-07 SU75 97-0401C Raw 7.4 9.8 2041 5.4661 5.95 pp UGA 54371 CALGARY AD 11m4 UPSG 63na 68.19 2041 39.79 0.523537 
MISSIISA 
543902 SW 1177195 571701 3O-May-Q7 51275 97~1001C Roil..", 15 42.3 6.9 2041 5.%6.l 34.01 pp UGA S.t371 CALGARY A8 TlY7J4 lJl'SG 63778 6!ll!J 1041 187.91 1..~2521 
G3OllOOW fi~cr MlSSISSA 
543902 SW 11"'195 SJl701 30-Moy·07 51275 16 SmOlil 10 15.3 4.7 1041 5.4~61 11.8 PP UGA 54371 CALGARY AB 11'1714 UPSG 63718 681!1 1041 154.3~ 1.038215 
G30010W Rite MISSlSSA 
543901 5W 1177195 571701 SC>-M.y·07 51275 16 SmaU 10 14 2.7 2041 5,4651 7.02 PP UGA 54371 CA.LGARV A.R TlY7J4 UPSG 63778 68.19 lOU 154.301 0.61-7616 
930- MI5S1ISA EDMQW 
536229 SW 1118634 56'l3OO 03-Moy-ll7 S0733 030/711 64 .153.6 13,856 2101 5.4-661 18.67 PP UGA 54456 ON AB TSJV5 UPSG 63778 l.lll4.83 113 1101 814.oa 1.52~43 
_1 
'_I 
14- WIll" MISSlSSA EDMQW 
536229 5W Ul8634 569300 03·Mayo(l· 5073. 152/263 5m.11 56 114 :20.16 2101 5._1 10.1 PP UG ~6ON AB T5JUS UPSG 63718 1380.&3 113 2101 6SS.56 0.832304 
45 
lte", 
Numb« 
78ES12U, 
538672 SW 1139993 569945 01-M• .,..o7 50800 67 37.6 2.7112 2101 5.4661 
92· 
54OM25W 1151627 570463 15·Ma.,..o7 50800 030/667 fati.1 24 19.2 9.6912 2101 5.4661 
78ES12\16 Wipe 
540342 SW 1151627 S70463 15-MIly-{)7 50800 61 Small 16 75.2 5,4224 2101 5.4661 
93· 
541280 SW 116S093 510809 18-M.y-{)7 50733 O3Of711 fiKl.1 6l& 153.6 13.856 2101 5.4661 
24­ Wipe 
541280 5W 1165093 510809 18-May.Q7 50133 252/263 Sm.a 112 168 40.32 2101 5.4661 
78ES12U6 Wipe 
542083 SW 1168035 571273 23-M• .,..o7 50800 67 SrNU 23.S 1.&94$ 2101 5.4661 
543878 SW 1176801 571704 31·Ma.,..o7 
93· 
50733 030nll Fad.' 64 153.6 U.856 '2\01 5.4661 
78ES12U6 Wipe 
536994 SW 1131918 S69566 03·Mly.Q7 S1219 87 Sm.1I 16 75.2 5_4U4 2575 5.4661 
21· Wipe 
!>36994 SW 1131978 569566 03-May-{)7 51219 016/478 Small 56 145.6 39.2 2575 5.4661 
14· Wipe 
536994 5W 1131978 569566 OH...""07 51219 010/418 Sm.1I 55 1&4.89 .i4.2265 2575 5.4661 
t~ Wipe 
S39266 SW 1144354 510181 09-Mov-m 51219 005/478 Sm.1I 65 260 38-35 2575 5.4661 
78ES12U6 Wipe 
539266 SW 11"'1854 570181 09·Ma.,..o7 51219 87 S~" 16 75.2 5.4224 2575 5_4661 
14· Wipe 
539266 SW 1144854 570181 lJ9.Ma.,..o7 5U19 010'478 Small 110 329.18 68.453 2575 5.4661 
21· Wipe 
539266 SW 1144854 570181 lJ'l.May.Q7 51219 016/478 small 
21· _ 
140 364 98 2515 5.4061 
541797 SIN 1167128 571016 22·Mav-m 51219 016/478 Sman 28 72.8 19.6 2515 5.4661 
24· Wipe 
535173 SW 3167006 510946 22·M.,V.Q] 51219 252/478 Sm~1l 240 360 86 2575 5.4661 
78ES12U6 Wipe 
541791 5W 1167128 571016 lZ-Mav.o7 51219 87 Small IG 75.2 S.4224 2515 5.4661 
78ES12U6 Wipe 
543643 SW 1116131 571706 30·May·07 5121981 Sm.1I 16 75.2 5.4224 2575 5.4661 
21· Wipe 
543643 SW 1176131 571706 30-M.y.Q7 51219 016/478 5mall 28 72.8 19.6 2575 5.4661 
14.­ Wipe 
543643 5W 1176131 571706 3D-M41..,..o7 51219 OIO/A78 Srmrll 55 164..19 34.U65 2575 5.4661 
14­ Wipe 
543641 5W 1176131 571706 30·May-07 51219 005/478 Smill 65 260 38.35 2575 5.4661 
7&ES12U6 Wlplil: 
542660 SW 1174113 511356 24-M0y.Q7 50116 87 'moll 2.3.5 1.£i945 2576 5.4661 
24· WIpe 
537562 5W 11J3OS4 569682 04·Mly-07 50733 251/263 5mall 56 84 20.l6 2597 5.4661 
93· 
537562 5W 1133054 569682 ()4..MilV·07 50733 030/'111 Facial 64 153.6 13.856 2597 5.4661 
93· 
538651 SW 1139968 569949 01'MAy-07 50733 OJonu Foclal 32 76.8 6.928 2597 5.4661 
240 Wipe 
539498 SW 1345738 570218 lo-Moy.Q7 50133 252/263 Small 56 84 20.16 2597 5.4661 
93­
539498 SW 1145738 570278 1D-M.y-{)7 50733 OJonU fiKlal 32 76.8 6.928 2597 5.4661 
24­ Wipe 
541281 5W 1165094 570812 17-May.Q7 50733 252/263 Sm.1I 56 84 La.16 2597 5.4661 
24,.. Wipe 
542797 SW 1174617 571355 24-May.Q1 50733 252/263 Small 56 84 20.16 2597 5_4661 
93· 
542791 SW 1174611 571355 24 May.Q7 50733 Q30nU fadal 32 76.8 6.928 2597 5.4661 
93­
543l1~ SW 1116802 571107 3D-May-Ol 50733 030/711 fldal 32 768 6.928 2597 5.4661 
ORIGIN 
MIS5l5>A 
4.59 pp UGA A6 T551P6 UPSG 63778 181.6 15 2101 166.ll9 o.378!lB4 
MI5SlSSA 
9.7 PP lJGA AB f5S1P{; UP5G 63778 296.92 24 2101 498.09 0.78405 
MI55155A 
9.21 PP UEA A6 T>S1P6 UPSG 63778 196.92 '4 2101 333.78 0.7....3 
~SSA 
18.66 PP UGA 54A56 ON A.B T5J1.JS UPSG 63778 2367.46 194 2101 814.08 I.5l9082 
MISSISSA WMONT 
20.4j pp lJGA 54456 ON A8 T>J2J5 UPSG 63778 2367.46 194 2101 1317.lZ 1.672484 
MI5SISSA fDMONT 
2.88 PP UGA 53062 ~ A8 T>SIP6 UPSG 63778 157.66 13 2101 104.31 0.237473 
MIS5ISSA EDMOHT 
17.18 PP UGA 54456 ON AB l3Jll5 UPSE 6377B 2529.84 207 2101 114.08 IA05125 
M15515>A 
9.18 PP UGA 54111 LANGl£Y Be V4W322 uPSG 63776 756.06 62 2575 312.96 0.760993 
MI55I5SA 
17.97 pp UEA 54111 i.ANGlF/ 8C V4W322 UPSG 63778 156.06 62 2515 907.32 1..&73613 
MISSISSA 
20.35 PP UEA SAIlI lANGUY BC V4W322 UPSE 63778 756.06 62 2575 1013.94 1.668783 
MISSlSSA 
29.71 PP UGA 54111 lANGlEY Be V4W3Zl UPSG 63718 123.52 59 2515 1389.18 2.4uns 
MI551SSA 
10.4 PP UGA 54.111 LA-NGlfY Be V4W3Z2 UPSG 63778 723.52 59 2575 324.03 0.848076 
MISSIS5A 
45.61 PP UGA 54111 LANGlEY BC V4W3Z2 uPsG 63778 723.52 59 2575 209956 3~719303 
MISSlSSA 
50034 PP UGA 54111 lANGl£V BC V4W3Z2 UPSG 63778 723.52 59 2575 2348.S 4.105014 
MISS/55A 
1_63 PP UGA 54111 lANGlF/ 8C V4W3Z2 UPSG 63778 744.79 61 IDS 469.7 0.62"914 
MISSlSSA 
73.27 PP UGA 54111 lANGlF/ IlC V4W322 UPSG 63778 81.77 2575 2716.97 6.272349 
MISSISSA 
7.88 PP UGA Sc.Ul l..A!'4IGl.£Y Be V4W312 uPSG 63778 7.&4,79 61 2575 32....03 0.64539 
MISSISSA 
9.9 PI' UEA 54.111 LANGlEY BC V4W3Z2 UPSG 63718 1042.1 lIS 2575 324.Q3 OJ!07504 
MISSISSA 
9.59 pp UEA 54111 LANG1£Y Be V4W3Z2 UPSG 63778 1042.1 85 2575 469.7 0.78.2219 
MISSlSSA 
21.n PI' UGA 54UI lMGl£V BC V4W322 UP5G 63778 1042.1 85 25"75 1049,78 1.771615 
MISSISSA 
28.31 PP UGA 54111 LANGLEY Be V4W322 uPSG 63778 1042.l 8S 2575 1389.18 2_309135 
Ml5S1SSA 
2.51 PI' UGA 51481 SURREY BC V4mll! UPSG 63778 149.49 12 2576 101.26 0.201485 
MISSISSA VANCOUV 
1l.66 PP UGA 54457 E'R Be VSlQS8 uPSG 6.3778 1790.1)5 141 2591 658.56 0.957205 
MISSlSSA VANCQlN 
21.32 PP UGA 54457 Ell 6C VSX2S8 UPSG 63778 1790.65 147 2597 814.08 1_750225 
MISSISSA VANCOUV 
!l.24 PP UGA 54457 En Be VSlQS8 UPSG 63778 1477.79 121 2597 407.(M 0..92032 
MI=SA VAN<:JJW 
12.31 PI' UGA 54457 fA 6C VSX2S8 UPSG 63778 1275.16 104 2597 658.56 1.003984 
MISSISSA Vj>.NCOIjV 
11.26 PP UGA 54457 ER 8C VS)(2S8 UPSG 63778 1215.16 104 2597 401.04 0.91&348 
MISSISSI\ VANCOVV 
1l.67 PP UGA ER BC V5X2Sl1 UPSG 63778 2434.62 199 2597 G5aS6 0-953878 
M1551SSA VANCOUV 
ll.66 PI' UGA S4AS7 ER SC VSX1.58 UPSG 63778 2424.24 198 '597 6.58.56 0.951331 
MI5Sl5SA VANaJVV 
10.67 PI' UGA S4457 Ell 8C VS)(2S1 UPSG 63778 2424.24 19S 1597 407.Q<C 0_871473 
MI5515SA VANC!JW 
11.26 PP UG. 54olS7 ER 6e V5X258 UPSE a778 1509_18 124 2591 407_04 0.925165 
